AWEX EMI from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19

Current 1864 c/kg clean
Average 1019 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 744c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1240c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
Current 1299 c/kg clean
Average 796 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 504 c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1071 c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 16-Aug-06 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 16.5 Micron

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices in USD from 17-Aug-06 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 16.5 Micron

#VALUE!
Average 1412 c/kg clean
20th percentile  - 1098c/kg clean
80th percentile  - 1766c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 01-Oct-03 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 17 Micron

Current - c/kg clean
Average 1736 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 1248c/kg clean
80th percentile - 2396c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices in USD from 01-Oct-03 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 17 Micron

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 22-Jun-06 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 17.5 Micron

Current 2308 c/kg clean
Average 1589 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 1233c/kg clean
80th percentile - 2148c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 18 Micron

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
Current 1593 c/kg clean
Average 1119 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 787c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1382c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 18.5 Micron

Current 2241.5 c/kg clean
Average 1350 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 1040c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1521c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices in USD from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 18.5 Micron

Current 1563 c/kg clean
Average 1074 c/kg clean
20th percentile  - 739c/kg clean
80th percentile  - 1413c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 19 Micron

Current 2192.5 c/kg clean
Average 1265 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 975c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1438c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices in USD from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 19 Micron

Current 1528 c/kg clean
Average 979 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 681c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1279c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
Current 2185.5 c/kg clean
Average 1212 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 912 c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1430 c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices in USD from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 19.5 Micron

Current 1524 c/kg clean
Average 969 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 662c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1302c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 20 Micron

Current 2182.5 c/kg clean
Average 1114 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 811c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1349c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices in USD from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 20 Micron

Current 1521 c/kg clean
Average 871 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 537c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1182c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 21 Micron

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
Current 1519 c/kg clean
Average 834 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 525c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1141c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 22 Micron

Current 2156 c/kg clean
Average 1032 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 716c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1288c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices in USD from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 22 Micron

Current 1503 c/kg clean
Average 811 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 520c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1116c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 23 Micron

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices in USD from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 23 Micron

Average 790 c/kg clean
20th percentile  - 505c/kg clean
80th percentile  - 1093c/kg clean
AWEX wool prices from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 24 Micron

- Current - c/kg clean
- Average 939 c/kg clean
- 20th percentile - 672c/kg clean
- 80th percentile - 1154c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices in USD from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 24 Micron

#VALUE!

Average 734 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 484c/kg clean
80th percentile - 1017c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 25 Micron
AWEX wool prices in USD from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 25 Micron

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 26 Micron

Current 1448 c/kg clean
Average 758 c/kg clean
20th percentile  - 563c/kg clean
80th percentile  - 960c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices in USD from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 26 Micron

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 04-Jul-96 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides 28 Micron

Current 1118 c/kg clean
Average 602 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 460c/kg clean
80th percentile - 746c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
Current 779 c/kg clean
Average 463 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 349c/kg clean
80th percentile - 619c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices from 04-Aug-05 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides M Cardings

- Current 1006.5 c/kg clean
- Average 776 c/kg clean
- 20th percentile - 502c/kg clean
- 80th percentile - 1092c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396
AWEX wool prices in USD from 04-Aug-05 to 06-Jun-19
Average of Nth & Sth Micron Price Guides M Cardings

Current 795 c/kg clean
Average 609 c/kg clean
20th percentile - 395c/kg clean
80th percentile - 855c/kg clean

Produced by Landmark Risk Management. For enquiries call 1800 639 396